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1. INTRODUCTION
The EGER (ExchanGE processes in
mountainous Regions) project aims at the detailed
quantification of relevant processes within the soilvegetation-atmosphere system by observing
diurnal and annual cycles of energy, water and
trace gases. The main focus lies on the
understanding of process interactions among
different scales and their role for corresponding
budgets. Field experiments were carried out at the
Waldstein site in the Fichtelgebirge mountains (a
low mountain range typical for central Europe),
which are challenging for their heterogeneity and
orographically
structured
terrain.
Field
observations are complemented by model
simulations. Even though the EGER joint effort
combines
biogeochemical,
chemical
and
micrometeorological subprojects,
this
work
addresses the mircrometeorological part only. Our
contribution will present an overview of the setup
of the experiment as well as first experimental and
model results.

2. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Data were obtained in the period of
September-October 2007 during the first intensive
measuring campaign of the field experiment
EGER conducted at the Waldstein site (50° 08’N,
11° 52'E, 775 m a.s.l.) in North-Eastern Bavaria in
the Fichtelgebirge Mountains. The experiment site
is described in detail in Gerstberger et al. (2004),
and a summary of background data can be found
in Staudt and Foken (2007). The spruce canopy
has a mean canopy height hc = 23 m.
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High-frequency turbulence measurements of
horizontal and vertical wind components u, v, w,
and sonic temperature Ts were performed using
sonic anemometers (USA-1 Metek GmbH,CSAT3
Campbell Scientific, Inc., Solent R2 Gill
Instruments Ltd.), and fast-response gas
analyzers (LI-7000 and LI-7500, LI-COR
Biosciences) for density of carbon dioxide CO2
and water vapor H2O. Six systems were installed
on the 36-m tall, slim tower (turbulence tower,
figure 1) at 0.10, 0.24, 0.56, 0.78, 1.0, 1.56⋅hc
levels and one system was installed at the top of
the 32-m tall tower (main tower, figure 1) at 1.39⋅hc
level. As shown by Mauder et al. (2007) different
types of sonic anemometers and sensor geometry
have no significant influence on the collected data.
The approximate number of available 30-min
intervals varied between 1150 and 1440 for
different observation heights.
Horizontal advection in the trunk space was
determined by measuring wind speed and CO2
gradients. Five 2-m towers with cup anemometers,
psychrometers, and LI-840 (LI-COR Biosciences)
CO2 inlets were installed along and across the
mountain slope. Three towers were additionally
equipped with sonic anemometers (USA-1 Metek
GmbH).
In addition to point measurements at the
towers, acoustic and radioacoustic sounding
measurements were performed with a remote
sensing system consisting of a phase array
Doppler Sodar DSDPA.90-64 with a 1290-MHzRASS extension by Metek GmbH. The acoustic
sounding system was located at a distance of
approximately 250 m from the main and
turbulence towers in a forest clearing. Two
operating modes were used. To observe coherent
structures in the vertical wind speed and
temperature the sounding parameters were
selected with a sufficient resolution in time
(Thomas et al., 2006). The antennas were limited

to the vertical and radio magnetic antennas only.
The acoustic sounding frequency was chosen as
1650 Hz. The resulting mean sampling frequency
of the time series was determined to be 0.4 Hz,
i.e. single soundings could be performed every
2.5 s. The vertical range of measurements was
from 20 m to 200 m a.g.l. The height resolution
was 10 m. A 25-min interval of measurements with
the settings described above was followed by
profiling the atmospheric boundary layer for a
period of 5 min up to an observation level of
900 m, using a vertical resolution of 20 m. This
gave a mean profile of the wind vector and the
acoustic temperature.

Figure 1: The 36-m turbulence tower (left) and the 32-m
main tower (right) at the Waldstein site.

The measurements on the main tower are
part of the FLUXNET network (site: BayreuthWaldstein/Weidenbrunnen). In addition to the
eddy-covariance measurements on top of the
tower, the measurements at the main tower
supplied meteorological data for in- and above
canopy profiles of wind, temperature and humidity.
Radiative fluxes were measured at the top of the
tower and at 2 m within the canopy. Soil
measurements comprised a soil temperature
profile down to 2 m, soil moisture measurements
down to 0.5 m and soil heat flux measurements.

fluxes of heat, water vapor and momentum within
and above the canopy. This multi-layer canopysurface-layer model incorporates a diabatic, thirdorder closure method to calculate turbulent
transfer within and above the canopy on the
theoretical basis of the work of Meyers (1985) and
Meyers and Paw U (1986, 1987). The multi-layer
structure of ACASA is reflected in 20 atmospheric
layers extending to twice the canopy height
consisting of 10 layers within the canopy and 10
above the canopy, and 15 soil layers. Leaf, stem
and soil surface temperatures are calculated using
the fourth-order polynomial of Paw U and Gao
(1988), allowing calculation of temperatures of
these components where these may deviate
significantly from ambient air temperatures.
Energy flux estimates consider multiple leaf-angle
classes and direct as well as diffuse radiation
absorption, reflection, transmission and emission.
Plant
physiological
response
to
microenvironmental conditions is calculated by a
combination
of
the
Ball-Berry
stomatal
conductance (Leuning, 1990; Collatz et al., 1991)
and the Farquhar and von Caemmerer (1982)
photosynthesis equation following Su et al. (1996).
The soil module to calculate soil surface
evaporation, soil moisture, and soil temperature is
adapted from MAPS (Mesoscale Analysis and
Prediction System; Smirnova et al., 1997, 2000).
Additionally, canopy heat storage and canopy
interception of precipitation are included in
ACASA.
Various site-specific input parameters are
needed to run ACASA. Vegetation and biophysical
information
is
required,
and
half-hourly
meteorological forcing quantities above the
canopy and initial soil conditions are needed as
upper and lower boundary conditions. Input
parameters were as far as possible, derived from
measured data or selected from the literature.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following, preliminary results from the
first EGER field experiment are shown, and
therefore two fields of activity of our group were
selected: the analysis of coherent structures within
and above the forest and the application of the
ACASA model to our site, including sensitivity
analyses.

3. THE ACASA MODEL
4.1 Coherent structures
The
Advanced
Canopy-Atmosphere-Soil
Algorithm (ACASA) (Pyles, 2000; Pyles et al.,
2000), which was developed at the University of
California, Davis, is used to model the turbulent

As shown by Raupach (1981) and Bergström
and Högström (1989) low frequency coherent
events contribute significantly to the budgets of

momentum, heat and matter. Our investigations
are addressed to the contribution of coherent
structures to the transfer of energy and matter in a
forested ecosystem. To extract coherent
structures from the turbulent time series, the
technique based on the wavelet transform has
been used (Thomas and Foken, 2005, 2007a). In
a first step, outliers in high-frequency time series
were removed using a despiking test (Vickers and
Mahrt, 1997). Wind vector components were
rotated according to the planar fit rotation method
(Wilczak et al., 2001). Subsequently the scalar
time series were corrected for time lags compared
to the vertical wind component. Then all time
series were averaged to a 2 Hz sampling
resolution. In a last step, time series were passed
through a low-pass wavelet filter. Finally
Reynolds-averaged flux and flux contribution of
coherent structures were derived using a triple
decomposition for the detected and conditionally
averaged time series, when coherent structures
were present (Thomas and Foken, 2007b).
The mean temporal scales of coherent
structures were estimated via fitting a normal
Gaussian distribution function to the probability
density function of the results from the individual
30-min intervals. Conditional sampling analysis
shows a domination of coherent structure
signatures in vertical wind measurements
(Figure 2a) with probable temporal scales in the
order of 20 s to 30 s and 30 s to 40 s. The number
of coherent structures detected at the turbulence
tower (Figure 2a) was found to be 40% less than
the number of coherent structures detected at the
main tower (Figure 2b). In contrast to the
turbulence tower the main tower is more massive
and was equipped with more instruments which is
the reason for additional generation of turbulence.
Figure 3a shows the relation between
Reynolds averaged flux Fent and fluxes transported
by coherent structures Fcs. One can see that
momentum and sensible heat transport by
coherent structures is dominant in the canopy and
carbon dioxide and latent heat transport by
coherent structures increases with height within
the canopy and reaches a maximum at the upper
canopy level. The flux contribution of the ejection
phase Fej and sweep phase Fsw of coherent
exchange were determined by applying the
averaging operator within the ranges [−De, 0] and
[0, +De], where De is the characteristic time scale
of events occurring at frequency f and can be
defined as De = ½·f −1 (Collineau and Brunet,
1993). The flux contribution of the ejection phase
decreases with increasing height within the

canopy and becomes dominant above the canopy
level (Figure 3b). The flux fraction transported
during the downward directed sweep phase
increases with height within the canopy and
becomes the dominating exchange process at the
upper canopy level (Figure 3c). Close to the
ground surface in the subcanopy space, ejection
and sweep phase contribute equally to the flux
transport.

a)

b)

Figure 2: Total number of coherent structures detected
from 14.09.2007 until 08.10.2007 in carbon dioxide CO2,
water H2O, wind direction phi, sonic temperature Ts,
horizontal velocity vh and vertical velocity w
measurements at a) the top of the turbulence tower
(36 m) and b) the top of the main tower (32 m).

Figure 3: Flux contribution of coherent structures to the entire flux (a), of ejection (b) and sweep (c) phases to the
coherent flux as a function of height hc for the momentum ( w' v h '), sensible heat ( w' Ts '), carbon dioxide ( w' cCO2 ' )
and latent heat ( w' c H O ' ) transport averaged from 20.09.2007 until 24.09.2007.
2

4.2 Model results
The ACASA model was run for the days of the
experiment. Half-hourly meteorological input
values as well as the initial soil profiles were
provided by the routine measurements at the main
tower. Only small gaps in the data occurred due to
power shortages, which were filled with linear
interpolation
methods.
Site-specific
input
parameters such as morphological or optical
properties of the forest were either derived from
measurements or selected from the literature.
Comparisons of modelled fluxes with
measured fluxes were done for 20 days in
September and October 2007. In this study, only
fluxes of the top level turbulence measurements at
the turbulence tower are considered. Future work
will include a more detailed study of flux profiles.
Raw flux data was processed with the TK2
software package, developed at the University of
Bayreuth (Mauder and Foken, 2004), including
several corrections and quality tests. Quality flags
after Foken et al. (2004) were calculated, which
were used to filter the flux data. In addition, flux
data for rainy periods was excluded from further
analyses.

Figure 4 presents a comparison of modelled
and measured flux data for five fair weather days
in September (20.9.2007 to 24.9.2007). These five
days were chosen due to the good weather
conditions and the good performance of the
measuring devices. Scatter plots for the complete
experiment period are shown in Figure 5.
Modelled net radiation is in very good agreement
with measured net radiation. Due to a constant
underestimation of the long-wave outgoing
-2
radiation of about 15 Wm by the model, nighttime net radiation fluxes were underestimated.
Energy balance closure of the model was
comparable to the energy balance closure of the
measurements (10% in the model, 11% in the
measurements). During the whole experiment
period the sensible heat flux was underestimated,
whereas the latent heat flux was slightly
overestimated. The ground heat flux was generally
overestimated, even though the measured values
have to be treated with caution. Ground heat flux
measurements are single-point measurements
which were, in our case, influenced by sunspots in
the late afternoon resulting in very high ground
heat fluxes lasting only one hour. The model
represents an area rather than a point, therefore

the direct comparison of these data has to be
done carefully. Day-time net ecosystem exchange
(NEE) was underestimated by the model during
the five golden days. The scatter plots for NEE
reveal that extreme positive and negative values
were underestimated.

in more detail in future, with emphasis on the
turbulence structure within the forest. In summer
2008 the second observation period will be carried
out at the Waldstein site. The improved
experiment design will be used to investigate
vertical coherent exchange in the canopy in
connection with horizontal advection processes in
the subcanopy space.

Figure 4: Time series from 20.09.2007 until 24.09.2007
for net radiation, sensible, latent, and ground heat flux,
and NEE showing modelled (solid line) and measured
values (dotted).

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, first results from the first field
experiment of the EGER project in the
Fichtelgebirge
Mountains,
Germany,
were
presented.
It was shown that towers and instruments on
towers can increase turbulent flows up to 40%.
The momentum, sensible heat, carbon dioxide,
and latent heat transport by coherent structures is
higher in middle and upper canopy level. In the
trunk space of the forest, ejection and sweep
phases of coherent structures contribute equally to
the flux transport. From other side flux transport by
ejection phases prevails above the canopy and by
sweep phases inside the canopy.
First modelling studies showed a reasonable
agreement of sensible and latent heat fluxes. The
EGER data and the model results will be studied

Figure 5: Scatter plots of measured and modelled
values of net radiation, sensible, latent, and ground heat
flux, and NEE for the whole duration of the experiment.
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